A structural motor network correlates with motor function and not impairment post stroke.
Combining structural and functional magnetic resonance imaging may provide insight into how residual motor networks contribute to motor outcomes post-stroke. The purpose of this study was to examine whether a structural motor network (SMN), generated with fMRI guided diffusion-based tractography, relates to motor function post-stroke. Twenty-seven individuals with mild to moderate upper limb impairment post stroke underwent diffusion magnetic resonance imaging. A bilateral motor network mask guided white matter tractography for each participant. Fractional anisotrophy (FA) was calculated for the SMN and corticospinal tracts (CST). The Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT) rate and Fugl-Meyer Upper Limb (FM) tests characterized arm function and impairment respectively. The SMN and ipsilesional CST together explained approximately 35% of the variance in paretic arm function (WMFT-rate p=0.006). This study demonstrates that a broader motor network, like the SMN, is functionally meaningful. Given that the motor network is widely distributed, the proposed SMN warrants further investigation as a potential adjunct biomarker to characterize recovery potential after stroke.